INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
x'(t) = qt, Xt(.)).
(l-1)
This paper is an investigation of two techniques which are useful in determining various aspects of the behavior of solutions of (1.1). The first is based on the principle that although F(t, 4) is defined for all 4 E Cq, we can ignore + unless 4 is smooth in some sense. If there is an L such that it is useful to consider only smooth Cl functions because (if solutions can be indefinitely extended) this includes all solutions on most their intervals of definition.
The second method (Section 5) directly examines xt on [-(p + l)q, 0] rather than [--4, 01. In Section 2 we investigate a number of simple uses of // . jjl and in Section 3 we investigate the more difficult questions on exponential stability using /I . Ijl, DEFINITION I .l. Let x(t) = 0 be a solution of (1.1). For 6 > 0, Cl is said to be exponentially stable with radius of attraction 6 if(i) for each solution x satisfying // xtO /j < 6 for some t, , we know that x(t) is defined for all t > t, , and (ii) there exists a B > 1 and ,B > 0 such that /j xt, I/ < 6 implies \ x(t)/ < BKB(~-~~) /I xt, // for t 3 t, . We sometimes write that (1 .I) is exponentially stable if 0 is exponentially stable for (1.1) with some radius of attraction 8 > 0.
In Section 3 we show that if an unperturbed equation is exponentially stable and a perturbation P is small in the [I . II1 norm, I P(t, $)I < E jj (b /jl, for sufficiently small E, then the perturbed equation is exponentially stable. This hypothesis is substantially easier to satisfy than the stronger assumption "1 P(t, $)I < E jj + 11" and we give applications to illustrate. When an equation is investigated with time varying delays r(t) (as x'(t) = Ax[t -r(t)]) or with delays which depend on x(t) (as x'(t) = -x[t -g(t, x(t))]) or when comparing two equations whose delays are slightly different, the norm /j . jjl is useful. In Section 4 the norm I] . /I1 is applied to comparing the asymptotic exponential behavior of two equations whose right hand sides differ by r(t) j/ 4 jjl where J-" r(t) < co.
The methods of Razumikhin [14] have been shown to be useful for obtaining stability and asymptotic stability results for specific equations. In Section 5 we show his methods can be of use for general theories. Using extensions of his techniques we give a necessary and sufficient condition for exponential stability in terms of a particular Liapunov functional which is related to the supremum norm.
%WERAL USES OF j j . /I'
In order to show the variety of applications of /I . //I we present some simple applications.
See also [17] . Let x : [to -4, T) -p R" be a noncontinuable solution of (1 .l) w ere h T # co; that is, it is impossible to extend x to an interval [t,, -4, T + 6) f or E > 0 in such a way that it remains a solution. It is well known then that lim t+T / x(t)1 either is 03 or the limit does not exist. It follows that for every E > 0, sup~r-~,r) j x' I = CO. W7e therefore have PROPOSITION 2.1. If x : [t,, -q, T) -+ R" is a noncontinuable solution of (l.l), then (/ X$ j/l + co as t + T.
This result corresponds to a well-known result in ordinary differential equations that the norm of a noncontinuable solution (on a bounded interval) is unbounded. It is not necessary to have 11 zt I/ -+ co as t -+ T. For an example of this behavior, see [16] . The proof is omitted since the result is not difficult and follows immediately from standard ideas as in [16] , which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary x to be a noncontinuable solution (on [t,, -q, T)) of (1.1) for some continuous F.
A more convincing example of the value of I/ . l/l arises in questions of uniqueness. Let Dq be the set of 4 E C'g such that 114 /I1 < 00. We sometimes write Ij . Ijo for 11 * 11. PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that F : [0, co) x Cq --+ R" is continuous and that fey each k > 0 there is an L, > 0 such that Then for each to 3 0 and each +. E Dq there is a unique solution x(t) of (1.1) for t > to such that xt, = 4.
This result of course does not attempt to state the size of the domain of the unique solution x(t). The essential point of this proposition is that solutions are guaranteed unique if &, E 04 but not if do E (0 -DP). Consider the following equation (on any bounded subset of R" so that the lag I x(t)1 will be bounded)
x'(t) = x(t -j x(t)) (2.2) (that is, F(x,) = x+(-I x,(0)1) so F(4) = $(-j 4(O)])). The hypotheses are satisfied but there are initial conditions $. E Cc -Dq for which the solutions are not unique. For a similar example, see [19] .
A similar approach requires that F is Lipschitzean on each compact subset of R x C'q (see Theorem 5.1 in [5] x'(t) = j" x(t + 4 ds + $0 -I #)I). Hence m(t) = 0 so y(t) = 0 so xi(t) = xs(t) for E >, f , and solutions are unique. #
The jj . jjl has been used explicitly for special purposes in [9] and [17] , though the stated conclusions in [9] are perhaps stronger then justified. is exponentially stable. Is this true for (3.2) ? As in Problem 1, the "difference" between the right hand sides of (3.2) and (3.3) is less than or equal to g(t, 1 x(t)/) SUP,,~ 1 x'(s)1 where J is [t -6, t] when g(t, x) < 6.
Problem 3. Consider the scalar equation
where 0 < r(t) < 4 and r(t) is continuous. For any E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that j x -sin x / < E 1 x 1 if I x I < 6. Thus, we suspect that if 0 is an exponentially stable solution of
then 0 is exponentially stable for (3.4) . Is this in fact the case ? 
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Then there exists an 6 > 0 such that if P is E-small in the j/ . l/l Norm on [0, co)> therz 0 is aa exponentially stable solution of (34, .
Proof. Since 0 is a solution of (3. ) is a noncontinuable solution of (3.6) on [to , 7) and j/ yt, I/ < S, ) then 7 = co and 1 y(t)/ < (/ yt, j( Be-@+*o) for t > t,, . We may assume 6 < 6,. If not redefine 6. We now make the following definition. Let x : [t -2q, t] -+ An. Then we define TV : [-2q , 0] -+ R" such that p(s) = x(t + s) for s E [-2q, 01.
Let y(e) be a solution of (3.6), with initial condition yi, where 0 < p < I
and II yt, II d dV+-Kq. S ince I y'Wl d K II 35 II for t 3 to y II t,+aY II G Pi
Let .s(.) be a solution of (3.6) with initial condition x~,+~ = yt,*.
For t > t0 + p, such that j Y(T)/ < 6 for G-E [t, -q, t], we have
But if P is e-small in the jj . /I1 norm on [O, 00) then, By easy estimates we find II yu -x, Ill ,< CM4 + K + 1) m(f4 + II Yto+q II Be--B(u+3a)7 t3 9j I/ x, II1 < (M + K + 1) II to+qY II Be-*("+3a) We consider now the interval t,, + q + T < t < to + q + 2T. We now compare y(o) to the solution of (3.6), xl(.) such that ,z&.~+~ = ytO+P+T . The same computation as above (in which the role of r) is taken by 71/2) leads to I r(t)1 -=c 42 for t E h + 4 + T, t,, + 4 + 277 ad I ~(4 < 7$3b for u E [t,, + q + 2T -2q, to + q + 2T]. Continuing in the same way inductively we obtain for t E [to + 4 + nT, to + 4 + (n + l)T] the evaluation 1 y(t)[ < 5~2-". It follows in any case that if II yt, jl < (T/26)e-KQ, we have I y(t)] < 71 for every t 2 t, . If 0 < Ij yt, 11 < (7/2b)e-Kg, there exists some 0 < C < 27 such that Ce-Q/(4 .2b) < [( yt, jl < Ce-Kq/(2 .2b). Then 1 y(t)/ < C2-("+l) for t E [to + 4 + nT, to + q + (n + l)T]. Let t 3 t,, + q. There exists an m 3 1 such that t,, + IJ + (m -l)T < t < t, + q + mT.
Therefore, which implies mT>t-to-q,
From t 3 to + 4 + (m -l)T we obtain /y(t)1 < C/2" < C2-i*-@-*)~'~. Taking /I1 = (In 2)/T we have 2 = e@". Hence, 1 y(t)] < Ce-Bl(t-tO-q) = ((J&q)eeBl(t-t@' for t > jf, II But C < /I yt, /I 8bekq. Therefore, / y(t)/ < I/ yt, j/ 8beK*eS1qe-B1(t-t0) for t > t, .
Let B, = 8beKqe% Then I y(t)1 < II yt, II BIewsl(t-to) for t > t, .
Thus 0 is an exponentially stable solution of (3.6), . B
The above theorem is similar to an ordinary differential equation theorem found in Halanay [4] . The linear autonomous case of Theorem 3.3 is stated without proof by Halanay and Yorke [3] and the Theorem as given here was proven by Grossman in [2] . COROLLARY 3.4. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.3, thee exists an E > 0 such that if there exists a T > 0 such that P is E-small in the /I * /I1 norm on [T, co) (instead of [0, co)), then zero is an exponentia& stable so&&z of (3.6), .
Proof. Let y(e) be a solution of (3.6), with initial condition yt, where to 3 T. By Theorem 3.3 there exist positive numbers 1/l , ,f$ and B, 3 1 such that if Ij yt, jj < yI , then I y(t)1 < jl yt, jj Ble-el(t-to) for t 2 t,, . Let t, E [0, T) and s(e) be a solution of (3.6), with initial condition zt, . Since j z'(t)1 = IF@, at) + P(t, 3)l < Kll 3 II, I z(t)1 G II xtl II @+*I) for t > t, . Clearb, there exists a ys (uniform for t, E [0, T]) such that if j[ zt, Ii < ~a then I/ xT 11 < y1 . Let y = rnir& , yz) and assume 0 < /I .a+ jl < y. Then Therefore, for t > t, 505hi2-3 for t > t, , where B, = Ble(K+PI)T, i.e., I 4t>l < II Xtl II hePl(t-tJ -(3.12)
Since B, > B, , (3.12) will hold for all t, E [0, cc) where j/ zt, 11 < y. Thus, 0 is exponentially stable. 1
We now return to Problems l-3 in the beginning of this section. Consider Problem 1 and assume that zero is exponentially stable for (3. .2) can be written in the form (3.6) and (3.6), , respectively. Assume 6 < p such that if 1 x I < 6 then g(t, ) x 1) < 4. We will fix 6 later. F and P are continuous and for 
I P(C #>I = I -+--A4 I W)l)> + W)l G g(C I d(W) II d, iI1-
Now fix S such that if I x / < 6, g(t, / x I) < E. Therefore, for I/ 4 jj < 6, I f% #)I < E II (b l/l" Th us, P is <-small in the jj * jjl norm on [O, 03) and 0 is an exponentially stable solution of (3.2). Finally, we consider Problem 3. Assume 2 < 3/2. Mishkis has shown that 0 is exponentially stable for (3.
5) [I]. For (b E Cq define F(t, +) = -+(--r(t)) and P(t, +) = $(-r(t)) -sin$(--r(t)).
Then equations (3.5) and (3.4) can be written in the form (3.6) and (3.6), , respectively.
Choose S > 0. Equations with several lags may be dealt with using the results of this section. In [8] Stephan studied stability (and instability) results for x'(t) = i 44 x(O) x(t -& x(t))> His Theorem 2 says that 0 is asymptotically stable if (i)-(iv) are satisfied and (vi) for some p > 0, uo(t, X) < -p for all t > 0 and 1 x 1 < 8.
Actually, hypotheses (i), (iii)-(vi) guarantee that (3.13) has the form x'(t) = &, x(t)) x(t) + P(t, Xt), (3.14) where a, is bounded and x' = ao(t, X)X is exponentially stable and I JY4 $>I G II 4 II0 All + II") when II+ II0 < 7.
Hence P is o(]i 4 /JO). If we make the additional hypothesis that a0 is
Lipschitzean with respect to x for I x ( < 6, with Lipschitz constant ,u independent of t, then the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied and 0 is exponentially stable for (3.13) and (3.14) . Notice that condition (iii) is not needed here.
Stephan's Theorem 1 assumes the ai have a different form. His Theorem 1 says conditions (i)-(iv), and (v') imply 0 is exponentially stable. If the functions a, are Lipschitzean in x for I x 1 < 'I, this result follows from Theorem 3.3 using the same arguments as for Problem 2. As is true there, condition (iii) can be weakened, though (iii) is essential for Stephan's methods because he uses a result of Winston on the uniqueness of the 0 solution.
Remark. Cooke [17] studied the existence of a solution with certain specified exponential behavior using conditions similar to ours. His F and P are linear and F is time-independent and he assumes I WY 0 d I+) II 4 l/l> where y is integrable and y(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co.
DIFFERENTIAL-DELAY EQUATIQN~ CLOSE TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this section all differential equations will be one-dimensional. Cooke {17] investigated the one-dimensional equation u'(t) + au(t -r(t)) = 0, (4-l) where r(t) + 0 as t + og. He proved the following theorem. In this section we generalize Theorem 4.1 to include, for instance, the case where a, in (4.1), is a function of t. Our generalization will also include nonlinear equations. Cooke gave a theorem in [17] (for linear nonautonomous perturbations of linear autonomous equations) which was more general than Theorem 4.1. His result generalized the scalar Eq. (4.1) to R*. His result concludes the existence of a solution with a specified exponential behavior.
We also show that condition (a) can be replaced by the weaker assumption that Y is bounded (which is implied by (a) plus continuity of Y). Although Theorem 4.2 does not require r to be bounded, the form of the equation requires r bounded since we need f : [0, co) x Cq ---f R for some q.
NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR EXPONENTIAL STABILITY
Krasovskii [l l] extended the method of Liapunov functions for demonstrating stability and asymptotic stability so that it could be applied to differential delay equations. After Krasovskii first showed how, it was clear that many necessary and sufficient Liapunov-type theorems could be proved in almost the same manner as was done for ordinary differential equations. The only drawback of this method was that there are almost no interesting examples. An exceptionally good example (perhaps the only nice example known) was discovered by Levin and Nohel. See Hale [13] .
There is another method due to Razumikhin [14] which has been applied to large classes of differential delay equations. This theory has languished, perhaps because the theory is not stated as a general theory in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions. The purpose of this section is to correct this deficiency by showing that what is essentially Razumikhin's method allows us to give necessary and sufficient conditions for exponential stability. The main result of this section was announced in [12] . One recent extension of Razumikhin's method has been given in [15] . See [2] for application in n-dimensions. The methods of Liapunov and Razumikhin are compared and extended by Kato [20] .
We now consider (1.1) where F : R x Cq -+ Rn. We assume F is continuous and has unique solutions. For a 3 0 and for p = 0, 1,2,..., define I*,, = E-(P + 1)s 01:
Razurnikhin investigated V,(4) using a slightly more general function. He used v(+fs)) with ~1 : R, -+ [0, oo), where we use / $(s)12. In most cases our choice is sufficient and we wish to emphasize the problem is not "How do we find VP,, ?" Indeed, VP,, is completely specified except for p and a. Although VP(+) is a Liapunov functional, the Razumikhin motivation is quite different from that of Krasovskii. Here the difficulty lies in verifying a condition like (d/dt) V&,) < 0. Is it preferable to try to find a differentiable Liapunov function picked carefully for a given equation or to try to verify that a function of general application like V, is nonincreasing along solutions of the given equation ? The first method is almost always impossible while the second is difficult but sometimes possible. Razumikhin applied functions of the type (5.1) for p = 0 and 1. Barnea [lo] and Halanay and Yorke [3] independently discussed the V, with more general p. The case p = 2 was used in an essential way in a general theorem in [I] . Define the derivative of V,,, along a solution x(t) (when V,,,(x,) is defined) to be V,'(X,) is defined similarly (since V, = V,,,). The object is to verify for example, that Vg'(xt) < 0 if x has been a solution for a time interval pq (and therefore is defined on an interval of length ( p + l)q in an interesting way). If it has been a solution for less time, we do not care what Vp'(xt) is. We want to study the conditions on Vp'(xt,+eq(tO, 4)) so that xt,+pq(to ,$) is defined in J,,, . We show later that the following inequalities can be verified for complicated equations: cw(%o+aa(41 9 54) < --2~c&to+P&J Notice that (5.5) guarantees that f(t, 0) = 0 so that 0 is a solution and x grows no faster than exponentially: I xtt; to , +>I < eK(t-t@) II 4 Iln t 2 to, (5.5') as long as II x,tto, +>ll, G So f or all 7 E [to , t]. Hence if So < S exp(-Kpq), then "I/ 4 Ijp < 6;' implies that xtO+pP is defined and so (5.4) is meaningful. This follows from a standard of Gronwall's inequality applied to zt . For the converse we need a lemma evaluating V,'(y,). Proof of Theorem. Let x(t) be a solution of (1.1) defined on an interval J. For some a > 0 define y(t) = x(t) exp(at) for t E J. If p and t are chosen so that [t -(p + l)q, t] C J, we have from the definitions and since exp(2at) is differentiable, it is easy to verify that we may apply the chain rule for differentiation and get e"""V&(x,) + 2ae2atVv,,(xt) = V,'(yt). whenever t is chosen so that these functions are defined at t. Hence for t E h , T), ) x(t)j2 = e-zat 1 y(t)i2 < e-z"tV,(y,2) = e-zact-tB9VP,a(xt,) (5.13) (5.14)
We remarked before that if x(t) is not definable for all t > t, , then T must satisfy 1 x(T)\ = 6. Suppose T < co and / x(T)1 = 6. Then from (5.13), letting t = T > t, , I XPY < "J"P I Xt2 I2 < a2 ?w2 a contradiction. That is, (5.13) implies x(t) is defined for all t > t, and / x(t)[ < 6 for all t 3 t, and T = co. Now writing a(t -ta) as a(t -ti) -Q( p@ and taking square roots, (5.14) yields for all t > Since (5.15) holds whenever t, > 0 and j j 16 jl < 6 exp( -Kpp), we have proved 0 is exponentially stable. We now prove the converse. Assume (1 .l) is exponentially stable with attraction radius 6 > 0; that is, there exist constants B > 1 and y > 0 such that / x(t)/ < Be--Y(t--tO) (1 xto ljq if t 3 to 3 0 and II Xt, 114. < 6.
Choose a E (0, r) and write 01 = y -a. Then for t 3 to , y(t) = e%(t), / y(t)1 = I eatx(t)l < eatBe+(t-tO) /I x6, /IQ. 
